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Edgar Cayce on the Akashic Records
How ancient Egyptians understood quantum theory • Investigates the history of how modern religion
and the Age of Science were inspired by the sacred science of the ancients • Examines how quantum
theory explains that the cosmos arises from consciousness • Reveals the unanimity between Schwaller
de Lubicz’s “sacred science” and the science of a cosmos governed by quantum mechanics Since the
dawn of the Age of Science humankind has been engaged in a methodical quest to understand the
cosmos. With the development of quantum mechanics, the notion that everything is solid matter is being
replaced with the idea that information or “thought” may be the true source of physical reality. Such
scientific inquiry has led to a growing interest in the brain’s unique and mysterious ability to create
perception, possibly through quantum interactions. Consciousness is now being considered as much a
fundamental part of reality as the three dimensions we are so familiar with. Although this direction in
scientific thought is seen as a new approach, the secret wisdom of the ancients presented just such a
view thousands of years ago. Building on René A. Schwaller de Lubicz’s systematic study of Luxor’s
Temple of Amun-Mut-Khonsu during the 1940s and ’50s, Edward Malkowski shows that the ancient
Egyptians' worldview was not based on superstition or the invention of myth but was the result of direct
observation using critical faculties attuned to the quantum manifestation of the universe. This
understanding of reality as a product of human consciousness provided the inspiration for the sacred
science of the ancients--precisely the philosophy modern science is embracing today. In the
philosophical tradition of Schwaller de Lubicz, The Spiritual Technology of Ancient Egypt investigates
the technical and religious legacy of ancient Egypt to reveal its congruence with today’s “New Science.”

Piercing Time & Space
An autobiography usually recounts the life of a person who has achieved wide acclaim in one field. But
this extraordinary book describes the life of someone who has achieved international acclaim in three
fields! Ervin Laszlo was a child prodigy on the piano and grew up to become an internationally
celebrated virtuoso. By the time he reached his 40s, however, he had become a famous scientist and
philosopher, and had written a dozen books and more than a hundred articles. He also taught at major
universities in Europe, the U.S., and the Far East. Shortly thereafter, he gained world renown as a global
visionary, heading research programs at the United Nations and founding an international think tank (the
Club of Budapest). But this book is not an autobiography in the traditional sense. In Laszlo’s own
words: "I don’t like talking about myself, about what makes me tick and why. Writing about all the
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things that have happened to me is different. This is storytelling—the telling of a real, lived story: my
story, as it unfolded over the years." Join the author on his remarkable journey from his days as an
internationally acclaimed concert pianist . . . to his profoundly personal quest to effect positive global
transformation!

Simply Genius!
In any given business, success is measured by the flow of money, not the interest of the people involved.
Author Kamp tells why there are better alternatives, as the world economy is not only based on money,
but on human choices as well.

The Immutable Laws of the Akashic Field
The Indigo Child is a boy or girl who displays a new and unusual set of psychological attributes,
revealing a pattern of behavior generally undocumented before. Throughout this work, Carroll and
Tober bring together some very fine minds (doctors, educators, psychologists, and more) who shed light
on the Indigo Child phenomenon. These children come in "knowing" who they are—so they must be
recognized, celebrated for their exceptional qualities, and guided with love and care. This book is a must
for parents!

Quantum Enigma
Do you have an inner knowing that there is more to life? Would you like to identify your soul’s true
path? Are you compelled by a desire to contribute more meaningfully in the world? In this remarkable
book, Linda Howe reveals how to effectively make the shift from ordinary to ExtraOrdinary living—a life
suffused with purpose, aliveness, and light—through the Akashic Records. The Akashic Records can be
understood as the "Cosmic Chronicles of You": an energetic archive, or dimension of consciousness,
that tells the story of your soul’s journey through space and time as a human being. By learning to
access this dimension, you will gain insight into your earthly experience and discover how to transform
your life into one that radiates light and magnetizes good. In these pages, enter the inspirational,
fascinating realm of the Akasha with Linda as she shares her very accessible and student-tested
processes designed to facilitate your awakening to your true identity and soul’s destiny. Explore the
essential consciousness concepts of the Records, excavate the obstructing beliefs on your path, and learn
how to realign to your soul’s highest purposes. Meditations, or Akashic Reflections, guide you every
step of the way. Application of Linda’s teachings is guaranteed to make a critical difference in your life
right here, right now. An ExtraOrdinary life is within your reach! What are you waiting for?

The Field
"I've read countless books since the mid-sixties and nothing has been equal to this book." -Lex Allen,
Author of the Eloah Trilogy In Reality Unveiled, Ziad Masri takes you on a profound journey into the
heart of existence, revealing a breathtaking, hidden reality that will transform your life forever. Far from
offering simple platitudes and general principles, Reality Unveiled immerses you into this surprising
world of ancient and modern knowledge-and presents you with all the incredible evidence to support it.
After offering a uniquely fresh understanding of life and exploring the answers to your innermost
questions, it gently goes on to show you how to tap into this inspiring wisdom in your practical,
everyday life. This will give you the power to make a lasting transformation like never before, and to
have the joy, peace, and true fulfillment you've always been searching for.
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How to Read the Akashic Records
The Akashic Records, also known as “The Book of Life,” are the storehouse of all information for every
individual who has ever lived upon the earth. Every word, deed, feeling, thought, and intent that ever
occurred are contained within. Todeschi takes you on a journey to understanding how you are in charge
of shaping your own destiny with additional instruction on how you can tap into your own records—your
past lives, your present experiences, and your future—to create the life you desire now.

Because People Matter
A clear and simple manual of precise instructions for accessing the Akashic Records and confirming the
accuracy of the information you receive • Details exercises, tools, and techniques to clear the energies
blocking your access and tune to your Akashic Record Keepers • Explains the specific markers that
allow you to recognize your Record Keepers and to validate the information you receive, rather than
“trusting” it to be true • Provides guidance on accessing the Akashic Records on behalf of other people,
how to ask questions, and how to handle the information as it comes in The Akashic Records are a vast
domain of energetic imprints much like a movie library, a living vibrational field that stores all possible
futures, the present, and the past. As soon as your soul begins its life experience, a field of energy is
released that records every thought, word, action, desire, and emotion. In this guide to opening the
Akashic Records, Maureen St. Germain provides precise instructions explaining how to connect with
your personal Record Keepers, gain clear access to the Akashic Records, discover information about you
and your loved ones, and learn your soul’s purpose. The author explains how outside energies can
influence your connection to the Akashic Records. She details energetic clearing exercises to remove the
energies blocking or shadowing your access and teaches the Higher Self Protocol to ensure an authentic
channel of communication. She explores how to find the Record Keepers who will be the most helpful to
you and provides techniques and tools, such as guided energy work, to prepare you for Akashic Record
access, initiate you into the 5D mindset, and invite more accuracy and a stronger connection. She details
the specific markers to look for to recognize genuine Akashic Librarians and to validate and confirm the
information you receive, rather than simply “trusting” it to be true. She also provides guidance on
accessing the Akashic Records on behalf of other people, how to ask questions, and how to handle the
information as it comes in. Explaining why the Ascended Masters opened access to the Akashic Records
to all of humanity and how their presence assists you, St. Germain shows how the intended purpose for
working with the Akashic Records is for soul growth, not to “repair” your karma debts. By seeing your
records and working with your Record Keepers, not only will you learn your soul’s purpose and help
solve the problems that crop up in everyday life and relationships, but you will amplify your spirituality
and begin operating at a higher level in consciousness. Your work in the Akashic Records aids and
assists in Earth’s ascension.

Healing Through the Akashic Records
The Complete Idiot's Guide to the Akashic Record
Connecting Cutting-Edge Science with Classical Wisdom The Akashic Field is a cosmic field in which
all information and knowledge is interconnected and preserved. Our very reality is anchored in this vast
sea of connected information that gives rise to everything—from specks of stardust in the outer cosmos to
consciousness itself. In The Immutable Laws of the Akashic Field, Dr. Ervin Laszlo, renowned authority
in the fields of new science, consciousness, and spirituality, has written an accessible introduction to the
mysteries of the Akashic Field, explaining how leading science supports this ancient intuition of the
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deep reality of the universe. The Immutable Laws of the Akashic Field also features contributions from
other leading voices, including Dr. Maria Sagi, Christopher M. Bache, and Kingsley L. Dennis along
with a foreword by Marianne Williamson. This approachable text offers a brilliant introduction to and
bold affirmation of one of the most profound wonders of our universe.

Living Deeply
Living Deeply transcends any one approach by focusing on common elements of transformation across a
variety of traditions, while affirming and supporting the diversity of approaches across religious,
spiritual, scientific, academic, and cultural backgrounds. Each chapter in the book ends with Experiences
of Transformation, exercises drawn from wisdom traditions or scientific investigations meant to enhance
your direct experience of the material. Opportunities to actively engage in your own transformation and
that of our world are woven into the fabric of your everyday life. Learning more about the terrain of
consciousness transformation can not only give you a map, but can help you become the cartographer of
your own transformative journey. Research over the last decade at the Institute of Noetic Sciences
(IONS) has systematically surveyed hundreds of people's stories of their own transformations, as well as
conducting over 50 in-depth interviews with teachers and masters of the world's spiritual, religious, and
transformative traditions. No matter who you are,where you come from, or what your current path is whether you seek to transform your life completely or simply make adjustments that will add a layer of
richness and depth to your life - exploring the many ways that transformation is stimulated and sustained
can hold great power. Weaving together cutting-edge science with wisdom from teachers of the world's
transformative traditions this book explores how people experience deep shifts in their consciousness,
and how those shifts can lead to healing and wholeness. Research over the last decade at the Institute of
Noetic Sciences has explored in depth the phenomenon by which people make significant shifts in the
way they experience and view the world. Focusing in particular on positive transformations in
consciousness, or those that result in improved health, well-being, and sense of meaning, purpose,and
belonging, hundreds of people's stories of their own transformations were included in the research, as
well as in-depth interviews with over 50 teachers and masters of the world's spiritual, religious, and
transformative traditions. Authors Marilyn Mandala Schlitz, Ph.D., Cassandra Vieten, Ph.D., and Tina
Amorok, Psy.D. - will begin conducting workshops based on the information they have gathered for this
book. These workshops will blend the rigors of science with the deep wisdom of the world’s spiritual
traditions. Drs. Schlitz, Vieten, and Amorok will offer key insights from the decade-long qualitative and
quantitative research study, of how people transform their lives. The workshops will include rigorous
inquiry, group dialogue, and direct experience about the kinds of transformations in consciousness that
change a person’s worldview to one that is more connected to others. For more information about the
Signature Education Workshops, please visit www.livingdeeply.org Also available is a companion
DVD.

Opening the Akashic Records
Uniting shamanism with quantum physics and psychology for conscious evolution, manifestation of
desires, and the development of the soul • Details each of the 8 circuits of consciousness, from the first
circuit of physical survival to the eighth circuit of quantum consciousness • Reveals how to balance and
upgrade your circuits through shamanic techniques and activate your creative power to shape reality •
Explains how the 8 circuits are interconnected through feedback loops--if one is overactive, it can cause
the others to shut down First outlined by Timothy Leary and later expanded by Robert Anton Wilson
and Antero Alli, the eight-circuit model of consciousness explains how the soul is multidimensional and
functions on eight distinct interconnected planes that form the eight circuits of conscious awareness.
Each circuit is connected to certain behaviors and personality traits--the second circuit, for example, is
connected to emotional consciousness, such as intuition, feelings of courage, or, in its unbalanced state,
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aggression and domination, and the eighth circuit, the creative circuit of quantum consciousness, is
related to limitless perception, understanding, and action that extends far beyond the limits of planet
Earth. Laurent Huguelit explains how these eight levels of awareness are interconnected through
feedback loops, forming a cybernetic mapping of the soul. He explores the underactive, overactive, and
balanced states of each circuit, offering many psychological profiles as examples. He reveals how
activating a circuit that has been neglected can help bring another into balance. Connecting this model of
conscious evolution to shamanism--the oldest consciousness science known to man--the author explains
how to balance and upgrade your own circuits through shamanic techniques. He reveals how to
reconnect with source energy by deprogramming trauma from your childhood that can affect your
circuits. With access to this unlimited energy you can activate your innate creative power to manifest
your desires and shape reality. Uniting shamanism and the law of attraction with advanced concepts of
modern psychology, quantum physics, and the Akashic field theory of Ervin Laszlo, Laurent Huguelit
offers a practical map of human consciousness and the development of the soul as well as a vision for
the cybernetic future of shamanism.

What is Consciousness?
Ervin Laszlo's tour de force, What is Reality?, is the product of a half-century of deep contemplation and
cutting-edge scholarship. Addressing many of the paradoxes that have confounded modern science over
the years, it offers nothing less than a new paradigm of reality, one in which the cosmos is a seamless
whole, informed by a single, coherent consciousness manifest in us all. Bringing together science,
philosophy, and metaphysics, Laszlo takes aim at accepted wisdom, such as the dichotomies of mind and
body, spirit and matter, being and nonbeing, to show how we are all part of an infinite cycle of existence
unfolding in spacetime and beyond. Augmented by insightful commentary from a dozen scholars and
thinkers, along with a foreword by Deepak Chopra and an introduction by Stanislav Grof, What is
Reality? offers a fresh and liberating understanding of the meaning and purpose of existence.

Remote Healing
The Infinite Wisdom of the Akashic Records is an extraordinary book filled with unparalleled tools for
transformation. Accessing the Akashic Records is one of the most powerful paths to self-awareness and
personal change currently available. Lisa carefully and lovingly guides you through the Akashic
Knowing Wisdom Prayer System, a five-step system with three vibrational keys to directly and easily
access your Akashic Record. You will also become skilled at: The art of formulating questions to
receive life-enhancing answers. Releasing karma, soul contracts, and vows that bind you to negative life
patterns. Gaining clarity about personal situations by practicing exercises. Learning new healing tools
from the Akashic Lords to assist you in further releasing old issues and aligning with your life purpose.
Author Lisa Barnett has gathered all her most successful techniques, strategies, shortcuts, and wisdom
into this one book so you can do it yourself—anytime, anywhere.

The Holotropic Mind
A practical guide to the Sagi method of healing across space and time • Shows that we can interact with
the Akashic information field to diagnose and treat illnesses nonlocally and that the effects are
controllable and verifiable • Details techniques for diagnosing and transferring healing information at a
distance, using geometric symbols to treat acute infections and reduce pain, and integrating information
medicine with homeopathy and chakra therapy • Shares the author’s development of her method,
including stories of successful remote healings and her interactions with pioneers such as Erich Körbler
Remote healing is healing over space and time. Often called “nonlocal healing,” it is no longer a magical
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occurrence or a mysterious technique reserved for powerful shamans. Remote healing has moved from
magic to science, and it can be learned. In this practical guide to the Sagi method of information
medicine, Maria Sagi, Ph.D., reveals that nonlocal healing is a quantum science that works through the
transmission of information and that its effects can be controlled and verified. Drawing on the Akashic
information field of Ervin Laszlo, she explains that the universe is not a mechanical system composed of
matter--it operates like an overarching network that runs on and is connected by information. Cosmic
information “in-forms” and underlies the whole physical world, including the human body. Sharing
stories of successful remote healings she facilitated and her interactions with pioneers Erich Körbler,
Gordon Flint, and Franz Stern, Sagi shows that we can access the Akashic information field to diagnose
illnesses, treat symptoms, and heal the causes of disease, whether we are in the same room as our patient
or on the other side of the earth. Moving beyond the theoretical to the practical, Sagi explains how to
diagnose and treat someone with information and how to attune to the information emanating from the
patient. She shares techniques for transferring healing information across space and time by using
geometric symbols to treat acute illnesses and infections and reduce pain. The author also explores how
to integrate information medicine with homeopathy and how to diagnose through photographs, through
the chakras, and through morphic patterns in the Akashic information field. Opening up a new
dimension in the art and science of healing, Maria Sagi demonstrates that by working with the Akashic
information field we can trigger the body’s self-healing mechanisms and restore order to a person’s
energy and information systems.

Science and the Near-Death Experience
Why do we believe in the soul? Does it actually exist? If so, what is it? Does it differ from the self? Is it
part of the material world? Does it survive the body after death? In The Spiritual Universe, Fred Alan
Wolf brings the most modern perspective of quantum physics to the most ancient questions of religion
and philosophy. Taking the reader on a fascinating tour of both Western and Eastern thought, Wolf
explains the differing view of the soul in the works of Plato, Aristotle, and St. Thomas--the ancient
Egyptian's believe in the nine forms of the soul/ the Qabalistic idea of the soul acting in secret to bring
spiritual order to a chaotic universe of matter and energy--and the Buddhist vision of a "nonsoul." And,
Wolf mounts a defense of the soul against its modern critics who see it as nothing more than the physical
body.

From Science to God
Science and the Akashic Field
From Science to God offers a crash course in the nature of reality. It is the story of Peter Russell's
lifelong exploration into the nature of consciousness — how he went from being a strict atheist, studying
mathematics and physics at Cambridge University, to realizing a profound personal synthesis of the
mystical and scientific. Using his own tale of curiosity and exploration as the book’s backbone, Russell
blends physics, psychology, and philosophy to reach a new worldview in which consciousness is a
fundamental quality of creation. He shows how all the ingredients for this worldview are in place;
nothing new needs to be discovered. We have only to put the pieces together and explore the new picture
of reality that emerges. From Science to God is as much a personal story of an open-minded skeptic as it
is a tour de force of scientific and religious paradigm shifts. Russell takes us from Galileo’s den to the
lecture halls of Cambridge where he studied with Stephen Hawking. “If you had asked me then if there
was a God,” says the best-selling author of his scientific beginnings, “I would have pointed to
mathematics.” But no matter what empirical truths science offered Russell, one thorny question
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remained: How can something as immaterial as consciousness, ever arise from something as
unconscious as matter?

Science and the Akashic Field
Are you curious? What are the Akashic Records? Or maybe you've already learned a bit already, but still
wonder isn't there more? As a futurist and master Akashic Records teacher, Cheryl Marlene has received
thousands of questions over the last two decades about how to open the Akashic Records and work with
them yourself. To demystify the process and discover what's possible when you work with the Akashic
Records, Cheryl has assembled this easy-to-digest, quick read to answer the most common questions.
Introduction to the Akashic Records is framed as a series of conversations based on some of the real and
most important discussions that Cheryl has had, answering questions like: What are the Akashic
Records? How can I open my Records? What's it like to have an Akashic Record Reading? Are the
Akashic Records really a book in a heavenly library? When I open my Akashic Records, why do I not
receive anything? Are the Akashic Records of Hindu or eastern origin? Do the Akashic Records have
more than past life information? What are the benefits of working with the Akashic Records? You'll
discover a totally different way of working in the Akashic Records, even if you've studied with other
teachers. Cheryl's approach builds on an innovative, energetic point of view and she has included this
information to give you a new lens on how the Akashic Records work. Sit down, join the conversation in
this first volume of Cheryl's ten-volume series, Akashic Records Master Course. When you're done, get
in touch with Cheryl to continue your journey!

Discover Your Soul's Path Through the Akashic Records
For thousands of years, mystics, masters, and sages from various world traditions have read the Akashic
Records-a dynamic repository that holds information about every soul and its journey. Once reserved for
a "spiritually gifted" few, this infinite source of wisdom and healing energy is now available for readers
everywhere to answer questions big and small. How can I find freedom from my past? What are my life
purposes? With How to Read the Akashic Records, healer and teacher Linda Howe offers the first book
of its kind to help navigate these timeless "Records of the Soul.” Drawing from more than 15 years'
experience with the Akashic Records, Howe teaches us: The Pathway Prayer Process-a "password" for
admittance into the Records How to work with your "MTLOs"-your Masters, Teachers, and Loved Onesfor assistance within the Records Insightful tips to glean the most critical information, whether you're
reading for yourself, other individuals, or even your pet "The time has come for us to be our own
spiritual authorities and access this illuminating, rich source directly," explains Howe. With How to
Read the Akashic Records, anyone who desires to read the Records now has immediate access to this
valuable life resource. “The Akashic Records contain everything that every soul has ever thought, said,
and done over the course of its existence—as well as all its future possibilities. This valuable information
can help you with any aspect of your life journey. And because the Records are also a dimension of
consciousness, they are available anytime and everywhere.”? —Linda Howe The universe is alive—and it
has a memory just like you. Known as the Akashic Records, this energetic archive of soul information
stands ready to lovingly guide you. Once accessible to rare spiritual masters, now the Records are
available to anyone—anytime, anywhere. After a lifelong search for truth, master teacher and healer Linda
Howe has developed an infallible method for accessing this reservoir of information: the Pathway Prayer
Process. By lifting you to a divine level of consciousness, this sacred prayer opens the doors of the
Records, where your “soul blueprint”—everything you need to know about your soul's destiny—awaits you.
There you will work with your Masters, Teachers, and Loved Ones to cultivate a rich relationship with
the Records and ultimately learn to unleash your highest potential. Grounded with the success stories of
dozens whose lives have been touched by the Records, this comprehensive guidebook will help you
confidently read the Records for yourself—or another—and find inspiration for your own spiritual path.
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“Accessing the Akashic Records provides an opportunity to align with your soul and develop your own
spiritual authority,” teaches Linda Howe. Now with How to Read the Akashic Records you can learn to
connect with this divine source for infinite joy, inner peace, and fulfillment. Linda Howe is the founder
and director of The Center for Akashic Studies, an organization dedicated to promoting the study of
Akashic Records and other applicable spiritual wisdom. Active in healing arts for more than 20 years,
Linda was moved and inspired by the power of the Records within herself and her clients. She began
teaching this practice to students in 1996 and, today, she has successfully taught thousands of students to
accurately read the Akashic Records.

The Spiritual Universe
The most successful theory in all of science--and the basis of one third of our economy--says the
strangest things about the world and about us. Can you believe that physical reality is created by our
observation of it? Physicists were forced to this conclusion, the quantum enigma, by what they observed
in their laboratories. Trying to understand the atom, physicists built quantum mechanics and found, to
their embarrassment, that their theory intimately connects consciousness with the physical world.
Quantum Enigma explores what that implies and why some founders of the theory became the foremost
objectors to it. Schr?dinger showed that it "absurdly" allowed a cat to be in a "superposition"
simultaneously dead and alive. Einstein derided the theory's "spooky interactions." With Bell's Theorem,
we now know Schr?dinger's superpositions and Einstein's spooky interactions indeed exist. Authors
Bruce Rosenblum and Fred Kuttner explain all of this in non-technical terms with help from some
fanciful stories and bits about the theory's developers. They present the quantum mystery honestly, with
an emphasis on what is and what is not speculation. Physics' encounter with consciousness is its skeleton
in the closet. Because the authors open the closet and examine the skeleton, theirs is a controversial
book. Quantum Enigma's description of the experimental quantum facts, and the quantum theory
explaining them, is undisputed. Interpreting what it all means, however, is controversial. Every
interpretation of quantum physics encounters consciousness. Rosenblum and Kuttner therefore turn to
exploring consciousness itself--and encounter quantum physics. Free will and anthropic principles
become crucial issues, and the connection of consciousness with the cosmos suggested by some leading
quantum cosmologists is mind-blowing. Readers are brought to a boundary where the particular
expertise of physicists is no longer a sure guide. They will find, instead, the facts and hints provided by
quantum mechanics and the ability to speculate for themselves.

Reality Unveiled
An Exploration of the understanding of nature and spirituality that links the scientific with the
metaphysic.

Wholeness and the Implicate Order
Presents the unifying world-concept long sought by scientists, mystics, and sages: an Integral Theory of
Everything • Explains how modern science has rediscovered the Akashic Field of perennial philosophy •
New edition updates ongoing scientific studies, presents new research inspired by the first edition, and
includes new case studies and a section on animal telepathy Mystics and sages have long maintained that
there exists an interconnecting cosmic field at the roots of reality that conserves and conveys
information, a field known as the Akashic record. Recent discoveries in vacuum physics show that this
Akashic Field is real and has its equivalent in science’s zero-point field that underlies space itself. This
field consists of a subtle sea of fluctuating energies from which all things arise: atoms and galaxies, stars
and planets, living beings, and even consciousness. This zero-point Akashic Field is the constant and
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enduring memory of the universe. It holds the record of all that has happened on Earth and in the cosmos
and relates it to all that is yet to happen. In Science and the Akashic Field, philosopher and scientist
Ervin Laszlo conveys the essential element of this information field in language that is accessible and
clear. From the world of science he confirms our deepest intuitions of the oneness of creation in the
Integral Theory of Everything. We discover that, as philosopher William James stated, “We are like
islands in the sea, separate on the surface but connected in the deep.”

The Indigo Children
As science integrates the in-depth knowledge of the physical world accumulated over the past three
centuries, it will be channeled into a new and exciting line of inquiry that acknowledges the expanded
reality of consciousness as a creative force in the universe and the spiritual creative power embodied in
our own minds. This book summarizes the thoughts of an inquisitive, but open-minded, scientist. What I
present here is a theory that looks promising, not scientific proof. It should not be surprising, however, if
some of what I propose coincides with theories propounded by others who claim a more intimate
relationship with the Almighty. After all, if I am on the right track, and if they are, it would be
worrisome if we were not, ultimately, in agreement. All I ask is that you seriously consider the logic of
my theory, especially if it challenges you to question what you were taught - in Sunday school, in
catechism or, dare I say, in physics class. I offer this book, not as a theological treatise, but as a short,
readable exposition of a worldview that can bring sense and purpose into individual lives, and tolerance
and peace to a planet whose future is in serious jeopardy - in large part because of the irrational
dogmatism of both religion and science. If I am correct, we are literally all one being (God) in many
individual forms. Why, then, would we continue to harm one another?

The Physics of God
Irene van Lippe-Biesterfeld interviews 12 respected visionary thinkers about their deep connection with
the earth and their views on the relationship between humanity and nature.Â Each contributor adds
insights into the urgent change in consciousness that we must adopt in order to heal and restore our
holistic relationship with the earth.

7 Reasons to Believe in the Afterlife
An uplifting study of the scientific evidence for the afterlife from an experienced
anesthesiologist/intensive care physician • Details meticulously recorded and hospital-verified cases of
near-death experiences • Cites scientific research on NDEs to refute the standard objections of doubters
and materialists point by point • Explores out-of-body experiences, sessions with mediums, electronic
communication with the deceased, and other signs from the afterlife Over the course of his 25-year
career as an anesthesiologist and intensive care physician, Jean Jacques Charbonier, M.D., gathered
hundreds of accounts of patients who returned from clinical death. Across all of these accounts--from
patients with vastly different backgrounds--Dr. Charbonier found striking similarities as well as
indisputable proof that these experiences were more than hallucinations. He surveyed other physicians,
nurses, and professional caregivers and discovered that their patients described the same experiences as
well as exhibited the same positive life transformations afterward. Igniting a scientific quest to learn
more, he collected more accounts of near-death experiences as well as out-of-body experiences, attended
dozens of sessions with mediums, experimented successfully with electronic communication with the
deceased (EVP), interviewed hundreds of people who have cared for the dying, and gathered countless
inexplicable stories of “signs” from the afterlife. With each experience he studied, he found himself more
firmly believing in the survival of consciousness beyond death. Dr. Charbonier distills his findings into 7
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reasons to believe in the afterlife, beginning with the more than 60 million people worldwide who have
reported a transcendent afterlife experience. He refutes the standard objections of doubters and
materialists point by point, citing scientific research on NDEs and the work of pioneers in the field of
consciousness studies such as Raymond Moody and Pim van Lommel. Drawing on meticulously
recorded and hospital-verified cases, Dr. Charbonier explains that we should not fear death for ourselves
or our loved ones. By releasing our fear of death, we can properly prepare for “the final journey.” As
those who have returned from death reveal, death is simply a transition and its lessons enable us to live
more fully, peacefully, and happily in the now.

The Social Relations of Physics, Mysticism, and Mathematics
An introductory guide to the fascinating Akashic Records and how to use this powerful source of
information for change, manifestation, healing and fulfilment. This book will reveal: • what the Akashic
Records really are and how to tap into their ever-present power • how to travel the eternal timeline to
investigate the past, present and potential future • how past lives are influencing you today and what you
can do to rewrite those records • how you can use the Akashic Records to find your purpose, expand
your talents and find greater success and joy in this life • how to programme future events within the
records of this life and in lifetimes to come • techniques to open the records anytime you desire and
much more! This title was originally published within the Hay House Basics series.

Demystifying the Akasha
Consciousness creates all material reality. Biological processes do not create consciousness. This
conceptual breakthrough turns traditional scientific thinking upside down. In An End to Upside Down
Thinking, Mark Gober traces his journey - he explores compelling scientific evidence from a diverse set
of disciplines, ranging from psychic phenomena, to near-death experiences, to quantum physics. With
cutting-edge thinkers like two-time Nobel Peace Prize nominee Dr. Ervin Laszlo, Chief Scientist at the
Institute of Noetic Sciences Dr. Dean Radin, and New York Times bestselling author Larry Dossey, MD
supporting this thesis, this book will rock the scientific community and mainstream generalists interested
in understanding the true nature of reality. Today's disarray around the globe can be linked, at its core, to
a fundamental misunderstanding of our reality. This book aims to shift our collective outlook, reshaping
our view of human potential and how we treat one another. The book's implications encourage muchneeded revisions in science, technology, and medicine. General readers will find comfort in the implied
worldview, which will impact their happiness and everyday decisions related to business, health and
politics. Stephen Hawking's A Brief History of Time meets Eckhart Tolle's The Power of Now.

The God Theory
A TURNING POINT IN PSYCHOLOGY AND HUMAN HISTORY Stanislav Grof, M.D., formerly a
professor at Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine and founder of the International
Transpersonal Association, has written many books, including 'Realms of the

The Akashic Records Made Easy
Sal Restivo's book is a major achievement in the sociology of science and mathematics. It is exciting to
read and constitutes a creative, wide-ranging exploration of the connections between physics and
mysticism, between the natural science and the humanities. Of particular interest is his attempt to show
the emergence of abstraction and of formal disciplines in science by relating them to the structure of
social interests in society. All told, this book challenges the separation of C.P. Snow's two cultures' and
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is an original attempt to overcome the chasms between the natural sciences, the humanities, and the
social sciences. The implications of the book's content certainly go far beyond its title.' Prof. W.
Heydebrand, New York University

The Infinite Wisdom of the Akashic Records
The universal consciousness is an open book to those willing to explore it. The Complete Idiot's Guide®
to the Akashic leads readers on a journey into their personal past, present, and future, learning the
fundamentals of the Akasha - a Hindu word variously translated as sky or space - and howto use the
Record to explore their hidden past, heal old wounds, live an authentic life in the present and affect the
future. - Explores cutting edge aspects of Body/Mind/Spirit -universal consciousness, synchronicity,
energy fields, and more - How to decode the Akashic Record through meditation, visualization, and
lucid dreaming techniques that anyone can learn

An End to Upside Down Thinking
Setting aside the pervasive material bias of science and lifting the obscuring fog of religious
sectarianism reveals a surprisingly clear unity of science and religion. The explanations of transcendent
phenomena given by saints, sages, and near-death experiencers—miracles, immortality, heaven, God, and
transcendent awareness—are fully congruent with scientific discoveries in the fields of relativity, quantum
physics, medicine, M-theory, neuroscience, and quantum biology. The Physics of God describes the
intersections of science and religion with colorful, easy-to-understand metaphors, making abstruse
subjects within both science and religion easily accessible to the layman—no math, no dogma. This
intriguing book: Pulls back the curtain on the light-show illusion we call matter. Connects string
theory’s hidden brane worlds to religion’s transcendent heavens. Reveals the scientific secret of life and
immortality: quantum biology’s startling discovery that the human body is continuously entangled.
Demonstrates the miracle-making power of our minds to effect instantaneous physiological changes.
Explains how the intelligent observer effect confirms our high spiritual potential. Compelling and
concise, The Physics of God will make you believe in the unity of science and religion and eager to
experience the personal transcendence that is the promise of both.

The Shamanic Path to Quantum Consciousness
Presents the unifying world-concept long sought by scientists, mystics, and sages: an Integral Theory of
Everything • Explains how modern science has rediscovered the Akashic Field of perennial philosophy •
New edition updates ongoing scientific studies, presents new research inspired by the first edition, and
includes new case studies and a section on animal telepathy Mystics and sages have long maintained that
there exists an interconnecting cosmic field at the roots of reality that conserves and conveys
information, a field known as the Akashic record. Recent discoveries in vacuum physics show that this
Akashic Field is real and has its equivalent in science’s zero-point field that underlies space itself. This
field consists of a subtle sea of fluctuating energies from which all things arise: atoms and galaxies, stars
and planets, living beings, and even consciousness. This zero-point Akashic Field is the constant and
enduring memory of the universe. It holds the record of all that has happened on Earth and in the cosmos
and relates it to all that is yet to happen. In Science and the Akashic Field, philosopher and scientist
Ervin Laszlo conveys the essential element of this information field in language that is accessible and
clear. From the world of science he confirms our deepest intuitions of the oneness of creation in the
Integral Theory of Everything. We discover that, as philosopher William James stated, “We are like
islands in the sea, separate on the surface but connected in the deep.”
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The Quantum Akashic Field
Imagine opening a book that told the story of your life—and, suddenly, you realized that the painful parts
held the key to knowing yourself as completely whole, well, and good. As many of Linda Howe’s
students have found, this is the transformative process that we can experience through the Akashic
Records, an energetic archive of the soul and its journey. With Healing Through the Akashic Records,
you will learn how we can use our wounds—the behaviors or ideas that we hold about ourselves—as a path
to inner peace, as you explore: Embracing the spiritual practice of unconditional self-love and transform
your relationship with yourself to resolve your primary sacred wounds—the hurtful events, people, or
circumstances that are holding you back How to shift from resentment to forgiveness and gain freedom
from limiting patterns Tools and tips for making choices that nurture your most authentic self for your
highest good Three ways to activate your inner “Ascension Matrix” to help you realize your hopes and
dreams Healing Through the Akashic Records offers practical wisdom and consciousness-shifting tools
for developing a richer connection with our innermost self, more satisfying relationships with others, a
greater sense of aliveness, and increased joy for living.

The Spiritual Technology of Ancient Egypt
A first-hand exploration of how to consciously step out of your body and navigate the Quantum Akashic
Field • Details a step-by-step process of engaging extrasensory, out-of-body travel • Examines the
quantum landscape of the Akashic Field, meetings with spirit guides, and descriptions of out-of-body
experiences from the author’s personal journal and from world spiritual traditions, including the Bible
and the Baghavad Purana • Explores current theories about the science of consciousness and sensory
perception, including discoveries from quantum physics, and how these discoveries align with the
traditional wisdom of shamans, dowsers, and mystics Physicists have recently discovered a whole
quantum-based reality, a multidimensional world where all potentials simultaneously exist. Called the
Akashic Field by systems scientist Ervin Laszlo, it is the same quantum reality that mystics, shamans,
and dowsers have been exploring for thousands of years through astral travel, spirit journeying, and
energy work. Revealing how to gain awareness of the Quantum Akashic Field through conscious out-ofbody experiences (OBEs), Jim Willis shares fascinating firsthand accounts taken from the detailed OBE
journals he has kept for nearly 10 years, alongside analysis of recent discoveries in quantum physics and
wisdom from the world’s spiritual traditions. He details his own experiences with a wide variety of astral
beings, spirit guides, landscapes, laws, and activities that he encountered in the Quantum Akashic Field.
Drawing on scientifically-based principles that underlie the very nature of biological life, he explains
how the brain is an organizer, not a producer, of consciousness. He explores the difference between
dreams, visions, and OBEs and powerful ways to harness the imagination. Detailing a step-by-step
process centered on safe, simple meditative techniques, Willis shows how to bypass the filters of your
five senses while still fully awake and aware and engage in extrasensory, out-of-body travel. Sharing his
journey to connect with universal consciousness and navigate the quantum landscape of the Akashic
Field, he reveals how conscious OBEs allow you to penetrate beyond normal waking perception into the
realm of quantum perception.

What is Reality?
The scientific evidence for life after death • Explains why near-death experiences (NDEs) offer evidence
of an afterlife and discredits the psychological and physiological explanations for them • Challenges
materialist arguments against consciousness surviving death • Examines ancient and modern accounts of
NDEs from around the world, including China, India, and many from tribal societies such as the Native
American and the Maori Predating all organized religion, the belief in an afterlife is fundamental to the
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human experience and dates back at least to the Neanderthals. By the mid-19th century, however,
spurred by the progress of science, many people began to question the existence of an afterlife, and the
doctrine of materialism--which believes that consciousness is a creation of the brain--began to spread.
Now, using scientific evidence, Chris Carter challenges materialist arguments against consciousness
surviving death and shows how near-death experiences (NDEs) may truly provide a glimpse of an
awaiting afterlife. Using evidence from scientific studies, quantum mechanics, and consciousness
research, Carter reveals how consciousness does not depend on the brain and may, in fact, survive the
death of our bodies. Examining ancient and modern accounts of NDEs from around the world, including
China, India, and tribal societies such as the Native American and the Maori, he explains how NDEs
provide evidence of consciousness surviving the death of our bodies. He looks at the many
psychological and physiological explanations for NDEs raised by skeptics--such as stress, birth
memories, or oxygen starvation--and clearly shows why each of them fails to truly explain the NDE.
Exploring the similarities between NDEs and visions experienced during actual death and the
intersection of physics and consciousness, Carter uncovers the truth about mind, matter, and life after
death.

Introduction to Systems Philosophy
Book Description Demystifying the Akasha: Consciousness and the Quantum Vacuum Duality,
including the spiritual/material and mind/body dichotomies, has been the basis of the Western paradigm
for four hundred years, and has been blamed for major world problems. Meanwhile, in the East,
nonduality has prevailed. While science is generally seen in opposition to nonduality, this book sets out
to prove the compatibility of the scientifi c outlook and the spiritual nonduality of India by constructing
a mathematical model of cosmic consciousness. The ideas and their history are presented non technically
in Part One, while the full mathematical details are presented in Part Two. Ralph Abraham is Professor
of Mathematics at the University of California at Santa Cruz, one of the pioneers of chaos theory. He is
the author or coauthor of several math texts, including Foundations of Mechanics, Dynamics the
Geometry of Behavior, and Chaos in Discrete Dynamical Systems. He has also written books on the
history of math, philosophy, and the arts, such as Chaos, Creativity, and Cosmic Consciousness and The
Evolutionary Mind. Sisir Roy is Professor of Theoretical Physics, Indian Statistical Institute, Kolkata.
His field of interest covers foundations of quantum mechanics, cosmology, functional geometry and
brain function. He has published more than 100 papers in peer reviewed international journals and nine
research and edited monographs by Kluwer Academic, World Scientific etc. publishers. Praise for
Demystifying the Akasha: Consciousness and the Quantum Vacuum "A key contribution to bringing the
concept of the Akasha into the ambit of contemporary science, and relating it to our understanding of
consciousness. A book for all serious students of cosmos and consciousness." Dr. Ervin Laszlo, Author
of Science and the Akashic Field

Science, Soul, and the Spirit of Nature
What is consciousness? Conventional thinking tells us it is the images, sensations, thoughts, and feelings
produced by the brain. When the neurons in the brain stop firing, consciousness ceases to be. But does
it?

Evolution
David Bohm was one of the foremost scientific thinkers and philosophers of our time. Although deeply
influenced by Einstein, he was also, more unusually for a scientist, inspired by mysticism. Indeed, in the
1970s and 1980s he made contact with both J. Krishnamurti and the Dalai Lama whose teachings helped
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shape his work. In both science and philosophy, Bohm's main concern was with understanding the
nature of reality in general and of consciousness in particular. In this classic work he develops a theory
of quantum physics which treats the totality of existence as an unbroken whole. Writing clearly and
without technical jargon, he makes complex ideas accessible to anyone interested in the nature of reality.

Introduction to the Akashic Records
“A big, bold, brilliantly crafted page-turner with HUGE ideas that challenge every last view about how
the world works. This is both a primer to understand the law of attraction and the essential book of our
age.” — Jack Canfield, author of The Success Principles(TM) and featured teacher on The Secret(TM)
“One of the most powerful and enlightening books I have ever read. A magnificent job of presenting the
hard evidence for what spiritual masters have been telling us for centuries.” — Wayne W. Dyer During
the past few years science and medicine have been converging with common sense, confirming a
widespread belief that everything—especially the mind and the body—is far more connected than
traditional physics ever allowed. The Field establishes a new biological paradigm: it proves that our
body extends electromagnetically beyond ourselves and our physical body. It is within this field that we
can find a remarkable new way of looking at health, sickness, memory, will, creativity, intuition, the
soul, consciousness, and spirituality. The Field helps to bridge the gap that has opened up between mind
and matter, between us and the cosmos. Original, well researched, and well documented by
distinguished sources, this is the mind/body book for a new millennium.
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